
 
December 25, 2012 
Japanese Yen  --  Possible Middle-of-the-Move Gap 
 
As we write, 10:30 PM CST, overseas USDJPY values are trading at 85.28; CME futures are not trading to 
mirror that price move.  The cash level translates to a CME March futures value of about 117.30.   If cash 
maintains that area when the CME futures open at 5:00 AM Wednesday then that would create a gap 
between there and Monday’s Globex close at 117.98.   Therefore, as on December 17, the market has 
potential to open what is technically termed a “midway” gap – i.e. a gap that occurs in the middle of an 
accelerated price run and is not filled, usually within 1 – 3 sessions.  Such gaps have measuring implications 
for the termination level of the move in force. 
 
Refer to the above chart.  In this case, the move started at 129.22 and reached 117.90 on Monday (1132 
points) prior to the gap. Thus 117.90 is the top of the potential gap.  For argument’s sake let’s assume that 
Globex opens at 117.30, trades back up to 117.50 and then resumes its weakness.  Therefore, the gap 
would be 117.90 – 117.50.  Applying the measuring gap technique, we subtract 1132 points from the bottom 
of the gap at 117.50 to derive a target at ~106.18.  If the gap is quickly filled as occurred on December 17 
then the downside measuring implication is cancelled. 
 
Note that there is a major cash resistance level at 85.52/futures support level at 116.97 that dates from April 
6, 2011.  Concentrated stoploss orders should be just above/below those respective prices.  Therefore, we 
are probably going to see further price acceleration Wednesday as the market guns for the stops. 
 
We see two probable price scenarios for Wednesday and both start with a downside Globex opening.  From 
there the Globex market will either  

A. weaken throughout the session and finish near the lows of its range or 
B. mount a dynamic price recovery that probably starts from below 116.97 and that finishes the 

Globex session above Monday’s 117.98 close. 
 
Scenario A should mean continued rapid weakness toward 106.00 while scenario B should mean that an 
interim low is in place that would support a short-term rally toward the 120.00 area. 
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